An evolutionary programming approach, the so-called structure based evolutionary design, is applied to the synthesis of planar periodic electronic band gap in order to obtain an artificial magnetic conductor surface. We show that this strategy, in conjunction with a flexible aperture-oriented approach, allows for obtaining new and effective structures. This almost unique ability is exploited to obtain an artificial magnetic conductor periodic surface with a bandwidth larger than the most popular surfaces known so far.
Introduction
Frequency selective surfaces (FSS) consist of two-dimensional periodic arrays of metal patches patterned on a dielectric substrate or apertures etched on a metal screen [1] [2] [3] . These periodic structures resonate at certain frequencies, thus ensuring filtering characteristics, exploited both in the microwave and optical region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Frequency selective surfaces have been thoroughly studied over the years [4, 5] , and they have found new life in the past decade when electromagnetic band gap (EBG) [3, 6] structures were introduced. Some well-known EBG structures are the uniplanar compact photonic band gap (UC-PBG) proposed by Itoh [3] and the Sievenpiper "mushroom" high-impedance surface [6] .
This class of structures, encompassing FSS as one of its subclasses (planar EBG), displays some very interesting electromagnetic properties. In particular, the presence of a stop band has been theoretically and experimentally verified and exploited in different realizations, that is, TEM waveguides, slow-wave planar structures, and low-loss conductor-backed coplanar waveguides. By choosing the proper geometry of a planar periodic surface we can shape the electromagnetic behavior of these structures.
We are interested here in planar periodic structures designed to act as an artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) or high-impedance electromagnetic ground plane over a desired (quite) narrow frequency range, corresponding to the forbidden frequency band. Hence, the key feature of these structures is the reflection of an incident plane wave with no phase reversal, unlike normal metal surfaces [6] .
High-impedance surfaces have been widely studied as promising antenna substrates with either single-layer [1, 7, 8] or double-layer [9] structure. A possibility of realizing a magnetic wall near the resonant frequency of a very thin structure is very attractive, since this allows one to design or enhance the performance of low-profile printed antennas. The main drawback of this strategy is the reduced bandwidth of the complete antenna, since the frequency range over which these EBG surfaces behave as an AMC is usually narrowband and fixed by their geometrical configuration. The ultimate goal, to effectively exploit the AMC in printed antennas, is to obtain an AMC with relatively large bandwidth lest the AMC bandwidth be the bottleneck of the antenna. Since the bandwidth of the AMC structures proposed so far cannot be further improved, an increase in bandwidth can only be obtained looking for different, and more performant, structures. A key issue in the research field of metamaterials is then represented by the design and optimization of new EBG structures. Different techniques have been investigated, in particular genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . However, all of them require a quite rigid specification of the structure that we are seeking. As a matter of fact, those approaches work on a (possibly large) number of numerical parameters but are unable to reach completely new structures. This is, however, possible if a different point of view is taken, namely, SED (structure based evolutionary design). This approach, initially named genetic programming (GP), was first proposed by Koza [15] and is based on the idea that most real-world problems cannot be handled with parametric representations [16, 17] . To summarize SED, we can say that it works on unambiguous structure descriptions represented as the set of instructions needed to realize it. Therefore, the approach proposed by Koza assumes no "a priori" structure. Instead, it builds up the structure of the individuals as the procedure evolves. As a consequence, its solution space encompasses every structure that can be realized and therefore has the power of the continuum, whereas the GA and PSO solution spaces are discrete ones, so they are a very small subspace of the former. As a consequence, the way the individuals (i.e., the actual structures) are represented in the SED procedure must be as effective as possible in order to explore its solution space at the best. A further specific point is the choice of the fitness function which strongly depends on the problem at hand. Its main role is to drive the procedure toward the optimal solution. As such, it must include the design specifications, but its formulation must be based on the structure behavior (in a broad sense). As a matter of fact, one of the main risks of every optimization procedure is the presence of traps (i.e., local optima). Different structures (wire-printed antennas, periodic AMC, etc.) show completely different routes to trap. The choice of the fitness function must also reflect this behavior, since another role of the fitness function is to prevent SED ending in a trap.
Another critical point can be present in SED. Since SED allows exploring and evaluating general configurations, it can lead to a severely ill-conditioned synthesis problem. As a consequence, a suitable stabilization is required and it can be obtained by imposing problem-specific requirements. We therefore let the SED strategy evaluate every possible geometry in the solution space constrained only by the previous requirements.
A Brief SED Description
A detailed description of SED is available elsewhere (see, e.g., [15, 18, 19] ). We therefore make here a very brief introduction of SED and focus, in the next section, on the peculiar details of our implementation of SED for AMC design.
The evolutionary strategy works in order to find the best individuals, evaluated as those with the highest values of a suitable "fitness" function, expressing their closeness to the constraints set for the design.
Actually, the evolutionary "strategy" is almost standard for a variety of problems and is described in the flowchart of Figure 1 . On the other hand, implementation of SED strategy is strictly related to the problem at hand and it cannot be simply reduced to a mere extension of what is already done for another class of problems. In order to take full advantage of the SED strategy, we therefore need to tailor its capabilities and behavior to the particular problem we are dealing with. Four elements must be defined as follows to effectively evolve a particular design:
(ii) representation scheme; (iii) variation operators; (iv) fitness function.
The starting point is an initial population of randomly generated computer programs composed of functions and terminals appropriate to the specified problem domain.
The initialization of an evolutionary algorithm can be completely at random or can incorporate human or other expertise about solutions that may work better than others.
Representation is a key issue in evolutionary programming approaches like SED [15] because the representation scheme can severely limit the window through which the system "observes" its world. From a general point of view, each individual is represented by a computer program, described through the set of instructions needed to "build" it, typically implemented in S-expressions (see the appendix).
Then, variation operations are applied to existing solutions to create new solutions. The role of these operators is to create new individuals from old ones; hence, their implementation is a code that takes one or more design representations as input and outputs a design derived from them.
Crossover. Create new S-expressions (the children) by exchanging sub-S-expressions between two S-expressions (the International Journal of Antennas and Propagation 3 parents). The sub S-expressions exchanged are selected randomly.
Mutation.
Creates a new S-expression from the parent one by replacing an existing argument symbol with another possible symbol. The argument symbol replaced is selected randomly.
The fitness criteria measure the quality of any givensolution, that is, its closeness to the set of design constraints and requirements. The selection method uses the score obtained for each solution to determine which to save and which to eliminate from the population at each generation. Those solutions that survive are the "parents" of the next generation, which is obtained by a random variation of the old one, using the variation operators. Such evolutionary pressure allows the geometrical properties of the structures under consideration to evolve towards the best solution, that is, a solution with a zero phase at the desired resonant frequency, and a rather large bandwidth.
At the end of the procedure, a full population of individual has been produced, all with a high fitness. The result of the design procedure is the best individual, for example, the one with the highest fitness. However, all other individuals of the final populations are available for considerations.
Implementation of AMC Design Using SED
The goal of the design process is to obtain the (aperture) geometry of the unit cell of the periodic surface which fulfills the desired requirements on the resonant frequency and bandwidth.
The periodic structure for each individual has been analyzed with an in-house full-wave analysis program, which is described and assessed in [20, 21] . Our program is based on the method of moments [22, 23] . It allows a time-effective solution and therefore is well suited for the needs of an evolutionary optimization approach. It has been fully validated through comparison with the Itoh structure and with a fullwave simulator, namely, Ansys HFSS, a finite element method general purpose software for the analysis of electromagnetic structures [24] [25] [26] .
Therefore, we have chosen a representation able to describe a general structure while allowing an easy evaluation by our MoM code. A typical "individual" of our population is shown in Figure 2 and its internal S-expression is shown in the appendix. The chosen S-expression describes the geometry of the AMC cell as a set of rectangles, which is the input required by the MoM program (which uses a RWG discretization [27] ).
Actually, the internal representation consists of a sequence of rectangles, each one starting at a vertex of the previous one, rotation operators, and "branching. " The latter allows for two rectangles starting at the same point. Mutation operator allows for the change of rectangle size or angle of rotation. Crossover operator, on the other side, exchanges two complete subtrees, by exchanging their roots. In this way, borrowing the biological language, SED actually works at the organ level.
The center (resonant) frequency and the external parameters of the structure (i.e., substrate thickness and dielectric permittivity) are fixed altogether with the periodicity of the planar AMC.
The set of admissible solutions is then composed of every geometry/aperture that can be designed in this square, built as series of segments that can evolve in every direction, with no limit on the number of segments, on their width and length and number of subsequent ramifications. However, we decided to evaluate only cells with quadrantal symmetry. Therefore, the internal representation of an individual describes only the first quadrant, and the MoM code "completes" the cell. We have fixed the discretization step within the unit cell in order to pose a limit not only to the computational burden but also to the geometrical spatial bandwidth of the possible solutions. In such a way, we obtain a stabilizing effect on the problem, as much as suggested (though for a different problem) in [28] .
The phase of the reflection coefficient of the surface at the required resonant frequency and at the edges of the required bandwidth, as well as the geometrical data of the structure is the input to the fitness evaluation.
The fitness function employed by our SED optimization is
where 1 and 2 are penalty coefficients developed in order to avoid geometries with high number of discretization elements within the unit cell and allowing for a large bandwidth centered on . More precisely, 1 is equal to zero when the number of the external edges of the RWG discretization [27] is smaller than a given threshold; otherwise, 1 is set to a quite large value. Instead, 2 is proportional to the phase variation over the required bandwidth.
Results
Significative and promising results have been found when the approach described in Sections 2 and 3 is applied to a singlelayer EBG structure. The structure data has been chosen as shown in Table 1 . We have used a discretization step of 0.1016 mm for the unit cell, making the playground for the SED optimization a 30 × 30 grid in a square of 3.048 mm by 3.048 mm. Such a choice allows for a direct comparison of the results of our procedure with one of the most popular AMC, namely the UC-EBG structure [3] , shown in Figure 3 consisting of a Jerusalem cross aperture.
The full-wave analysis of the periodic structure has been performed by using our Fortran code [20, 21] , which is independent of the particular shape of the metallization, which in the SED optimization stage cannot be known in advance.
The evolutionary strategy implementation chosen was ECJ, a general purpose Java-based Evolutionary Computation research system developed at ECLab (George Mason University) [29] .
We have chosen population of 150 individuals, which means 150 runs of our executable, implementing the MoM evaluation, for each generation. The total computational burden associated with our executable is however dependent of the number of unknowns, which, in this case, are the internal edges of the discretized aperture. Therefore, the wider the aperture, the longer the analysis procedure will take.
Our MoM code evaluates each individual at the following frequencies: min , (center frequency) and max , wherein the shown cases min and max are chosen to be 1.5% of the center frequency. If the phase of the reflection coefficient at min and max has equal sign, then we are out of the resonant band; hence we chose 1 to be a consistent penalty coefficient; that is, 1 = 10 −2 . When the phase at the two frequencies min and max has opposite sign, then we make 1 a small coefficient penalty proportional to the phase difference ΔΦ (in degrees), that is, 1 = 10 −4 ΔΦ. The coefficient can be further increased to obtain larger bandwidth structures. The coefficient penalty 2 is associated with the number of internal edges, that is, of unknowns in our MoM evaluation problem. We decided to give a small and linear penalty to structures having a number of internal edges greater than 1000 in particular, we chose
First of all, we have required that the aperture geometry remains strictly inside the unit square cell. The penalty coefficients 1 and 2 in the fitness function (1) have been chosen to be quite loose, to allow a quick convergence toward the required AMC behavior at the center frequency. After a few generations, the last factor of (1) becomes close to 1, and 1 and 2 start to drive the following subsequent generations toward simple and wideband structures.
The best individual, obtained after only 12 generations (and denoted by A in the following), is shown in Figure 4 , together with a few previous generations. The phase at the center frequency (14.2 GHz) is only 2.2 ∘ with a bandwidth of 5% (comparable to the bandwidth of UC-PBG). This design has required 1800 evaluations of our in-house MoM code. Quite the same computational complexity has been required by all the subsequent examples.
The same requirements and data structure were kept for Case B, where we yet acted more stringently on the penalty coefficient 1 . In this case, the structure remains spatially more limited, as the number of unknowns is kept reasonably low, and the bandwidth is also improved. The number of generations in order to achieve a good result is still low (at gen. 11 the phase of the reflection coefficient at 14.2 GHz is 0.83 ∘ ). In Case C, while keeping the same data structure, we allowed the geometry to touch the borders of the unit cell, thus enlarging our solution space to consider also continuous aperture geometries. In this case, we have found a further and considerable improvement of the bandwidth. The convergence in this case is quite improved, and the structure International Journal of Antennas and Propagation evolves even quickly towards the best individual (at gen. 8 the phase of the reflection coefficient at 14.2 GHz is 10.5 ∘ ). In Figures 5, 6 , and 7, we show the best individuals for each case. In Figure 8 , the corresponding reflection coefficient is plotted, and a summary of the behavior of the AMC's designed with the proposed procedure is shown in Table 2 . From a comparison with UC-PBG performance, also shown in Table 2 , it is easy to see that the bandwidth of our designed B and C structures is around 8% and 15%, respectively. The increase respect to UC-PBG, whose bandwidth (always computed as the frequency range in which the phase belongs to [−90 ∘ , 90 ∘ ]) is around 5%. As expected, the geometries resemble the reference one and other well-known configurations, since the only stringent requirement in this case is the resonant frequency. The fitness in this case is relatively simple, aimed almost uniquely to direct the evolution process towards a structure that resonates at the desired frequency. Then, we can insert an additional penalty coefficient in order to maximize the bandwidth, a secondary objective overlapped to the main goal. We have also tried different discretization steps within the unit cell and, as expected, we have found that small values can increase the probability that the fitness generates local minima/maxima, which traps the evolution process.
In order to evaluate our approach, we have tested it also using a few different requirements. Since it is well known that there is a growing interest in antennas integrated with EBG surfaces for communication system applications, covering the wireless networking bands [30, 31] , we have considered the design of a single-layer AMC with a resonant frequency of 5 GHz. Fixed parameters for this case are shown in Table 3 . In Figure 9 , we can see the reflection coefficient for the best individual shown Figure 10 , as obtained after twelve generations. The performance of our optimization is quite good leading to a simple and effective solution with a bandwidth of about 20%.
Conclusions
An evolutionary design strategy for Artificial Magnetic Conductors has been described and assessed for single-layers structures. The presented results show both the flexibility of the strategy, as well its ability to design wide-band AMC with a relatively reduced computational burden.
